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Lack Of Participation Present In GA Meeting

Wednesday's General Assembly meeting held a distinct semblance to Monday night's Policy Board meeting. Both suffered from a lack of attendance.

In the case of the Policy Board, representation from each of the 12 schools and caucuses has yet to be identified. Even so, if there were a full roster of representatives, that doesn't guarantee full participation, as evidenced by the Assembly. Absentees were absent only about half the time.

William Roberts, a second year law student who serves as the Assembly's chair, says although he was "pretty pleased with the outcome of the meeting as a whole," he is still upset with the lack of attendance. The fact that people don't attend meetings is disturbing. What's even more concerning is when other meetings, or even those they forget. It's unacceptable for people to forget to attend a meeting for a flippant reason (e.g. a trip overseas requiring their absence)," he said.

Witney Henry was present and accounted for. The former special elections coordinator was voted in as the new ground-decisions coordinator. Henry expressed her thanks to the students who voted for her and the importance of her constituents' voting participation. Henry came up various ways to achieve those goals. For example, there would be more participation could be increased by building a riskless environment for students to engage in school activities which they would otherwise be reluctant to engage in. Henry expressed that he hoped to work with his constituency to ensure that he could improve participation.

Casey Grotheer also expressed what the General Assembly has to offer for the next year. "This year the General Assembly is uniquely positioned to guide ourselves. We want to step up to that responsibility by building support with other students in our study habits, from investigating racial issues to offering support to students who are going to be impacted. We really plan on being the student advocate."
Visit www.AHLH.TraverseTravelNetwork.com

If you want to travel for leisure or work, Traverse Travel Network is your ticket.

- Here's the road to financial freedom.
- Travel the world as an insider.
- Commissions: Bonuses paid weekly.
- Enjoy real residual income.
- 12 Ways to earn Big Money!!!
- Visit our Compensation plan to see how you can make money!

Join and start saving now!!!

Contact: Arthur E.L. Hunter Email: aeh@prodigy.net Phone: 240-432-6124

Undergraduate Student Assembly
Suffolk University Student Association Presents:

Student Apathy
Funeral

Friday, November 6th
1:30 - 3:00 pm in the Chapel

A viewing will be held on November 5, 2009 from 1:30 PM - 5:00 PM on the lower level of the Backstage Center.

A full service will be held Friday, November 6, 2009 in the Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel at 1:30 PM followed by a reception.

For more information, please contact: Steve Walker
ssteve@eng.bu.edu, (617) 353-2578

Have you had your daily dose of H.T.O. online?
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Battle of the Bakeries: Sweet Treats

Red Velvet Cupcakes

Cake Love on U

Cake Love offers sweet treats such as red velvet cupcakes, chocolate-covered strawberries, brownies, and cakes.

The bakery is always coming up with new surprises. "If you want to explore, pop in, and let your imagination fly," said Love. "It's all good," she added.

"Each of our1 five flavors is the 'silly canvas,' a setting for the person behind the bar. There is also a theme of fun and games, from a video game to a birthday party."

"If you are looking for a something totally different, we have it here," said Love.

"This will enable customers to connect with our own creations.

Customers can enjoy their treats at the cafe, which provides a comfortable and comfortable setting for visitors. "It's a nice place to hang out in the bakery in addition to browsing, shopping, and socializing."

"I came across a once over a week, but it hasn't been the same. There is just one thing: I come across once a week."

Red velvet cupcakes are the most popular variety at Cake Love, which is located at 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW.

Cupcakin' in Georgetown

BY JASON CLARK
Contributing Writer

Located in the heart of historic Georgetown at 1201 Potomac Street, NW, is a little boutique called Georgetown Cupcake. It became one of the most popular cupcakes in the country, opening its doors in 2008.

Georgetown Cupcake was founded in January 2008 by sisters Katherine Kallinis and Sarah LaLiberte. Both are lifelong bakers who were inspired by their grandparents as they made the decision to travel in fashion and pursue their dream to open the store so they could create something sweet in their own way.

"The idea came about because of the quality of what we sell," said Katherine.

"We try to do everything carefully.”

The store offers a variety of cupcakes, cakes, and pastries that are made from scratch and contain all natural ingredients. Various flavors of the cupcakes are topped with their signature buttercream frosting and includes such favorites as strawberry, red velvet, and chocolate.

The bakery has a passion for the experience on the last bite. Pantry ranges from $1.50 for small cupcakes to $3.25 for top-notch. "Each cupcake is a piece of art, so we take pride in the presentation as well,' said Sarah.

"Don’t ask me to name all the ingredients - I can barely keep up with the demand," said Sarah.

"Just call them yummy," said Sarah.

"Each week, we feature a new cupcake that changes every week. It’s like a secret ingredient, but we’ll keep you in the loop," said Katherine.

"Household University students can visit the website and enter in the code 'Blackboard' to receive a discount on their purchases through Nov. 18.

Saturday (10 a.m. to 6 p.m.) and Sunday (10 a.m. to 4 p.m.)

Exciting events encourage students to stop by each day for a cupcake. "We’ll ask you how your day is going before we serve you a cupcake," said Katherine.

"The cupcakes are a treat for all occasions. It’s a way to say thank you to someone special.

"This is a special occasion. It’s a way to say thank you to someone special.
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T-Mobile Service Outages Leave Subscribers Silent

BY ALEXIS K. BARNES

Business & Technology

Approximately two million T-Mo­
 bile's network customers experi­
enced service outages on Tuesday evening, but company officials announced yesterday that it had restored ser­
vice for most of them, but not for the past few hours. T-Mobile's statement yesterday said: "Our rapid response trans­
forms us with our customers. Our rapid response transforms us with our customers."

The statement continued: "Our rapid response has been validated to serve our customers as quickly as possible. We will pro­
vide updates as more information is available.

T-Mobile's new outage, which left millions of its users without service, created many problems for the company.

Janelle psychology major, who has endured a period where she has not been able to communicate effectively, promised many problems for the "phoneless." Janelle psychology major, who has endured a period where she has not been able to communicate effectively, promised many problems for the "phoneless."

For the source of the outage, the man said in a statement, "We are now investigating the cause of the incident, which is not to our knowledge."

The statement continued: "Our rapid response teams have been validated to serve our customers as quickly as possible. We will provide updates as more information is available.

T-Mobile users still have no clear information about the service outage that occurred Tuesday evening and early Wednesday morning.

According to the latest customer service reports, 95 percent of T-Mobile's customers have experienced service disruptions as of approximately 5:30 p.m. Thursday. Our rapid response teams are working continuously to fully resolve the disruption. We sincerely apologize for the incon­
venience that this has imposed on our customers, and we will speak publicly when all supportive services are available.

As T-Mobile's statement was released, there were also reports of service disruptions in London and Vancouver. A T-Mobile representative said that they have not received any calls.

The duration of the outage is not yet known to T-Mobile's customers, who are still unable to communicate with each other.

Score high on the GRE. The average graduate program looks for scores of at least 1500 on the Graduate Record Exam. For top graduate schools, 700 is the minimum score.

When applying for a job, find out if they offer graduate school programs that their company will pay for.

Apply to wealth­
der your schools. They have more money to give away (i.e. public universities with large endo­
ments).

Apply early. Schools are releasing deci­
sions early and typically run out of money by early spring.

"Failure is simply the opportunity to begin again, this time more intelligently.

- Henry Ford
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Overheard @ The Mecca

Web Link: The Hiltop editor.

Overheard @ The Mecca.
Many of these quotes were submitted over the phone. Submitted quotes will be considered for publication. All quotes are anonymous unless otherwise noted.

Editor 1: You know why songs admitted to having an STD right?
Girl 1: I'm truly.
Editor 2: Yeah, you know, I mean, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, like, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just.

Editor 1: Why didn't you just make up a song?
Girl 1: You know, I mean, I mean, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just, you know, it's just.

Editor 1: What was the Greek fashion show only 30 minutes late?
Girl 1: It's nobody's business.

Editor 1: Okay, we need to cap this.
Girl 1: Okay, we need to cap this.

Editor 1: Well, go get a drink at the Pepsi machine over there.

Boy: The only thing good Coke is good for is... Coke.

Girl 1: Want Coke owns Captain Morgan? That's wwwwway.

Boy and Girl 2: We're Sick. We're sick.

Overheard in a nonexistent location.

Editor 1: Signing. Tucken's "Break You." Let me ink you up and down.

Boy 2: Ain't you in Howard Gospel Choir?

Overheard one of your fellow Blown up something Kemp? Send it to meccanisms@gmail.com.

20 Questions

Because we know you were wondering the same thing.

1. Did everyone forget that yesterday was the one year anniversary of the election of our first Black President?

2. Who made up that Twitter rumor that HU ranked number two in the U.S. News & World Report of "Coolest School"?

3. Do I really need to travel to that far off planet to see the new star wars? It's not worth it.

4. Was "Inferrewed Sex" a real music video or a soft-core erotic film?

5. But how many girls wish they were cast in it?

6. Did the HU Hell Rangers try to hurt President Obama's office?

7. Who did all the printers in the lab, at the same time, get to work at an ungodly hour?

8. Who is Chris Benes wearinguggs on his new album?

9. Who saw the HU student on Gospel Girl on Monday?

10. Who crippled the $4 Chopstix hamburger in Blackstone on Monday?

TWEET OF THE WEEK

"When President Obama called a student to the White House, she wore a jacket that made history. The jacket was considered a symbol of solidarity for the civil rights movement. She was raised in Mississippi and her father was a Freedom Rider. "Ms. Robinson," the president said, "you have broken a barrier."

November 5, 2009
Abroad Minded

BY ALESSA MAIN

There's nothing like the walking around in a city that's built on the high ground a bit to the side of the water, to give you a little perspective.

I parted around Rome, visiting the Colosseum, the St. Peter's Basilica, and the Pantheon, and then made my way to the Roman Forum. The architecture was magnificent and the history was breath-taking.

I decided to take a leisurely walk around the city, stopping at every landmark I could find. The architecture was amazing, and the history was fascinating.

I took a break for lunch at a local cafe, enjoying a sumptuous meal of pasta and wine. The food was delicious, and the atmosphere was charming.

After lunch, I continued my exploration of the city, visiting the Vatican and the Sistine Chapel. The art was incredible, and the history was awe-inspiring.

I finished my day by enjoying a beautiful sunset over the city from a rooftop bar. The view was stunning, and the atmosphere was relaxing.

Overall, my time in Rome was incredible. The architecture, history, and culture were all amazing, and I'm already planning my next trip back.
"No matter how far a person can go the horizon is still way beyond you."

~Zora Neale Hurston~

The Hilltop Newspaper celebrates 85 years of continuous news to Howard Students and the community, and remains The Daily Student Voice of Howard University
Crime and Punishment: Fame Doesn’t Make You Special

The self-styled "King of the South," better known as former rapper T.I., is currently serving a mandatory prison sentence for drug trafficking and other charges. After being arrested and charged by federal authorities for his involvement in a violent crime, T.I. became eligible for parole. His case has raised questions about the fairness of sentences for drug-related offenses.

The Department of Justice has announced that T.I. will be eligible for parole in December 2023. Since his conviction, T.I. has been an influential figure in the world of rap music and has used his platform to advocate for prison reform and education for incarcerated individuals.

Our View: Rappers being punished like normal people is good for their audiences to see.

We might not agree with the moral high ground that the rappers are taking in their songs, but it is important for them to set an example for their listeners. As T.I. prepares to serve his remaining time in prison, we hope that he will continue to use his platform to raise awareness about the issues facing incarcerated individuals.

Perspective

Democratic Rejection or GOP Follow? After the sweeping win Republicans across the nation, many expected this year's midterm election to be good for the party. However, the results were not as expected, with Democrats maintaining control of the House of Representatives and the Senate.

The results were a blow to President Donald Trump, whose approval ratings have been declining in recent months. The midterm elections were seen as a referendum on Trump's presidency, and the results suggest that the American public is not satisfied with his leadership.

The results also have implications for the future of the Republican Party. With control of the House, Democrats will have more power to shape legislation and to investigate Trump and his administration.

In the Senate, the outcome was less clear, with the results still pending in several closely contested races.

It is too early to predict the long-term impact of the midterm elections on American politics, but the results suggest that the public is looking for change and is not satisfied with the status quo.
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"Yo Baby" Happy 22nd Birthday Relley!!

From Your Favorite Human, Kimberly

Hilltopics are printed everyday. The first 20 words are $10 and .25 for each additional word. There is a 25% additional charge for small images.
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First Friday Labor of Love 1,000 Hour Service Challenge

"Don’t Be Tardy For The Party" November 6, 2009

Support the HUSA Holiday Ornament Sale!

November 4-10, 2009 11am-4pm Lower level of Blackburn Come purchase an ornament for your organization office or as a student so that you can be included on the HC Holiday Tree!

Text HUSA 49 to 41411 for more info.

---

Visit www.TheHilltopOnline.com